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Date: 3rd May 2017  Time & Location 12:30 – 13:30 – ReMCoWG - Dublin 

Chair:  David Walshe - ReMCoDS 

Attendees: Name Location 

 Alice Mooney, Catherine Keane ReMCoDS 

Seán mac an Bhaird, Elaine Gallagher CER 

John Bracken, Aileen Greaves, Theresa O’Neill  ESBN 

Nirav Vyas, David Kemp Gemserv 

Gemma McHale, Joan-Edel Smith, Andrew McHugh NIE Networks 

Sean Doolin Electric Ireland 

Kevin Sheridan, Krystle Chapman Energia 

William Steele Power NI 

Siobhan Melvin, Adrienne Costello  SSE Airtricity 

Eamonn Murtagh  Panda Power 

Jessica Gregory Prepaypower 

Stevie Donnelly, Gillian Kinsella BGE 

Apologies:  

Version 
Number 

1.0 

Status Draft 

 

Agenda: 

1.  Introduction 

2.  ReMCoSG Meeting Feedback 

3.  Actions from Previous ReMCoWG 

4.  Actions – New ReMCoWG Actions 

5.  ESBN/NIE Networks Update 

6.  CER SMART Metering Update 

7.  Retail Market Design Update 

8.  Next Steps & AOB 

 

 

1 – Introduction 

 

D Walshe enquired if everyone was happy to sign off and approve the last Working Group Minutes. 
 
Approved. All Agreed. 
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2 - ReMCoSG Meeting Feedback 

 
D Walshe presented the ReMCoSG Meeting Update. 
 
Refer to slide for details. 
 
There was 1 ReMCoSG Meeting held since the last ReMCoWG Meeting which took place on 2nd March 
2017. D Walshe gave the ReMCoSG update.  
 
Next ReMCoSG Meeting is scheduled for 24th May 2017. 
 

3. Actions – Previous ReMCoWG 

 
D Walshe provided the Action Items Update. 
 

1 Action was closed since the last ReMCoWG Meeting. 
 
3 Actions were logged at the last ReMCoWG. 
 

Action Items 
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 148 ESBN/NIE Networks Retail Program Presentation – Suppliers to provide comments/feedback 
on the details outlined in the Presentation. 

Update for 
ReMCoWG 

 New Action logged at the last ReMCoWG. 

 1 response received on 27.04.17 which was sent to ReMCoDS & the CER. ReMCoDS passed 

this onto ESBN and NIE Networks.  

Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 J Bracken provided a Retail Program Update. He reported that a lot of work has been undertaken 
since he presented Phase 1 of the plan at the last ReMCoWG. Phase 1 outlined the plan of work 
until Easter of 2019 and detailed a four year freeze. Suppliers were asked to provide comments 
on this plan but only one Supplier has provided a response to-date. This Supplier’s response 
contained a number of comments including the change control process and that the fact that 
there would be only two releases in seven years and that business as usual was taking priority as 
well as ISU & System upgrades. The Supplier also mentioned that two DRs were not included in 
the plan; Cooling Off and New Registrations. The Cooling Off DR is documentation changes only 
and the New Registrations DR will require some system work but is Non-Schema. The Supplier 
also made some valid points as to how the program of work would be done.  

 J Bracken reported that he has just received an update from the Chief Information Officer in ESB. 
He outlined the following update: 
 
“ITS is currently implementing an additional SAP Agile Best practices and infrastructure to ESB’s 
main SAP Systems including the Electricity Retail Market System. These changes will allow 
ESBN to co-ordinate and deliver work on future Market Releases and Schema Releases on a 
more phased basis, somewhat independent of the timeline of the SMART Metering Project. 
Subject to all MPs in the RoI Electricity Market agreeing to a more frequent Market Schema 
change system a four year market system freeze will not be required for the National SMART 
Metering Programme. Please note, that there will be significant work and resources all MPs will 
need to undertake with regard to planned Market deliverables. A two year Market release cycle 
for non NSMP Market changes is proposed. This should be factored into conversations being 
held and being considered on de-harmonisation”. 
 

 J Bracken agreed to take an action to circulate this Retail Programme Update to Suppliers. 
 
Action 151:  Retail Program Update – ESBN/NIE Networks to circulate the Retail Programme 
Update. 

 

 A Costello enquired what the timescale is for the SAP Agile System. 

 J Bracken reported that Phase 1 of the Program is scheduled for Q1 of 2019. In addition ESBN is 
trying include as many items into this Phase as it can e.g. the replacement of the Extranet. He 
added that a lot of work has gone on in the background to arrive at this point and the bringing 
back the freeze from four to two years and this is very good news. However, the programme of 
work is still very ambitious and both ESBN and NIE Networks will have to resource additional IT 
staff to deliver this. Suppliers will also be expected to step up for these changes. 

 J Gregory reported that this update is good news. 

 A Costello added that this news is quite positive and should factor into the conversations about 
de-harmonisation. She still believes, however, that the CER has to make a position on de-
harmonisation because she is not convinced that this update will make a difference in terms of 
the UR’s potential decision on this matter.  

 S mac an Bhaird replied that the CER attends this ReMCoWG Meeting as an observer. However 
he notes the conversation and is keen to have visibility of the note that ESBN will issue on this 
matter.  

 G Kinsella asked if the UR has been briefed on this yet. 

 J Bracken replied that this forum is the first to be given this information.  

 J Gregory asked if the SAP Agile system and new methodology will be used for all future work 
from now on which should mean quicker throughput of changes. 

 J Bracken replied that this will be the case. It will provide new software and new ways of doing 
things. However, it will not happen overnight. The Extranet replacement, for example, will require 
ESBN to obtain a new system called “SAP HANA” which is a big Project in itself. This Agile 
system will require money, investment and resources to deliver. After Phase 1 in Q1 2019, a 
more agile system will be in place. The original system freeze was from 2019 for 4 years but this 
has now been pulled back to 2021. 
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Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 S Melvin added that in terms of MCRs could the Prioritisation Exercise be reviewed given that 
Suppliers don’t complete Impact Assessments in RoI. She’s not unsure if there was an Impact 
Assessment Form in place or if Suppliers stopped using it. If Suppliers understood how changes 
would impact the Market and the costs involved they might prioritise differently. In the CDA, all 
Suppliers have to factor in the number of days and the costs it would take them when prioritising. 
Maybe this method needs to the adopted in RoI. She added that Suppliers should possibly review 
historic MCRs and complete Impact Assessments which would aid the next prioritisation exercise.   

 G McHale added that NIE Networks use Impact Assessments for systems changes and that is 
would be good if both NI and RoI completed them.  

 J Bracken replied that he would support the use of Impact Assessments in RoI going forward. He 
added that a lot of the Schema Items were included in the plan. The top three Non-Schema 
MCRs were not included. However, the plan to be delivered in Q1 2019 is an ambitious 
programme and to deliver it in this timeline is going to stretch resources. Suppliers should not 
underestimate how much this will impact on their resources with providing assurance and IPT for 
example. Currently, the next scheduled Schema release is Q1 2019 and the following Schema 
Release after that in 2021 or late 2020.  He would like this update factored into any conversations 
around de-harmonisation.  

 J Gregory reported that this update is very promising as what this actually means is that the core 
infrastructure of the Market Systems are being looked at to become more agile and that’s exactly 
what was discussed at previous meetings. On the one hand the Market has the continual Schema 
Release programmes going on, and now there’s this second piece of work to look at the 
infrastructure of the Market to try and improve it and make it more agile for anything that happens 
in the future which could impact on the releases that will be planned for in the coming year or so.  

 K Sheridan asked if the new improvement will bring the Market up to where it needs to be in 
terms of its capabilities and asked is it future-proofed. 

 J Bracken replied that this new system is right up-to-date but will require more resources to 
accommodate more and more changes in a better, phased manner.  

 G McHale added that this new platform will not be the sole answer. The length of any project will 
depend on what is being asked in the Market and what system changes are required to change 
the current Market Design such as the Webservice change for example. 

 S Melvin asked in relation to de-harmonisation, and because the UR are not at this meeting, if this 
briefing will be included at the SG meeting at the end of May. 

 J Bracken replied that he will provide this briefing to the SG on 24th May 2017.  

 G McHale also reported that NIE Networks will provide this briefing update to the UR following 
this meeting. 

 S mac an Bhaird added that he will brief Laura Brien in the CER on this development.  

 A new action was logged for NIE Networks to brief the UR on this Networks Retail Program 
Update.  
 

Action 152 NIE Networks to brief the UR on the Networks Retail Program Update provided by 
ESBN. 

 

 Action 148 deemed closed. 

Forum Logged: WG Assigned to:      CER Status: deemed Closed Due Date:  03.05.2017 
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 149 CER SMART Metering Update - CER to circulate SMART Metering update. 

Update for 
ReMCoWG 

 New Action logged at the last ReMCoWG. 

 CER to provide an update. 

 

Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 CER provided a SMART Metering Update. 

 Action deemed closed. 

Forum Logged: WG Assigned to:      CER Status: deemed Closed Due Date:  03.05.2017 

 150 SECURE Meters DR Test – NIE Networks to circulate via ReMCoDS Secure Meters Test 
details.  Suppliers to provide contact details to CDA or ReMCoDS 

Update for 
ReMCoWG 

 New Action logged at the last ReMCoWG. 

 27.04.17 ReMCoDS issued the Secure Meter Test details to Suppliers on behalf of NIE Networks. 

 On 02.05.17 further Liberty Test Systems details were issued to Suppliers. 

 

Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 G McHale reported that all Suppliers have provided the relevant contact details to ESBN/NIE 
Networks. 

 She raised the following additional information in AOB: 

 The proposed Disaster Recovery plan will run from 15.03.2017 to 22.05.2017. This week will 
allow testing for a Go/No-Go decision with the actual switch remaining in place for the week 
before reverting back to the main system. The point to note is that the information note issued on 
the 02.05.17 had a potential start time of 20:00.  NIE Networks asked Suppliers to provide 
comments on this start time. One Supplier has already responded and suggested a start time of 
23:30. NIE Networks would welcome further responses from Suppliers on this. Currently, NIE 
Networks is working on the basis that the start time has been moved to 23:30. She urged all 
Suppliers to revert via ReMCoDS if they have any issues with this new revised start time of 23:30. 
The reason for moving to the later 23:30 time was to lessen the impact on the live system.  

 Action deemed closed. 
 

Forum Logged: WG Assigned to:      NIE 

Networks/Suppliers 

Status: deemed Closed Due Date:  08.03.2017 

4. Actions – New ReMCoWG Actions 

 
3 new Actions were logged at this meeting. 

 151 Retail Program Update – ESBN/NIE Networks to circulate the Retail Programme update 

Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 See Action 148 for details. 
 

 
Forum Logged: WG Assigned to: ESBN.NIE Networks Status: New Action Due Date:  24.05.2017 

 152 Retail Programme Update –  NIE Networks to brief the UR on the Networks Retail Program 
Update provided by ESBN 

Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 See Action 148 for details. 
 

 
Forum Logged: WG Assigned to: NIE Networks Status: New Action Due Date:  24.05.2017 

 153 Supplier Release 2.3.4 – Suppliers to respond with a generic Email Address to Capita and/or 
NIE Networks. 

Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 See section 5 ESBN/NIE Networks update for details. 
 

 
Forum Logged: WG Assigned to: Suppliers Status: New Action Due Date:  28.06.2017 
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5.  ESBN/NIE Networks Update 

 

G McHale provided the ESBN/NIE Networks update.   

TIBCO Outages 
 
G McHale presented a slide on the Unplanned Outages 2016-2017. Refer to slides for full details.  
 
G Mc Hale reported that the levels of Unplanned Outages peaked in March 2017 which was due to one 
Supplier who had five instances but this figure was down in April to eight Unplanned Outages. She urged 
Suppliers when planning any outages to advise Capita a few days in advance as this makes things much 
easier. Should there be any issue with the shutdown and start-up of EMMAs Capita will be on hand to help.   
 
She also reported that it is very important that Suppliers continue their housekeeping activities as this keeps 
the systems efficient. 
 

TIBCO Update 
 
G McHale presented a slide on the TIBCO Update and the Supplier Release 2.3.4. 
 
Refer to slides for full details.  
 
Supplier Release 2.3.4 
 
Supplier Release 2.3.4 is progressing well at present. Capita has engaged with and issued a schedule to 
Suppliers. One of the enhancements in the release package involves a generic email requirement when a 
Supplier goes into jeopardy as well as when Suppliers Digital Certs are due to expire. However, only one 
Supplier has provided the generic email address to Capita. She urged all Suppliers to inform Capita and/or 
NIE Networks of a generic email address within their organisations.  
 
A new Action was logged for Suppliers to provide a generic email address to Capita and/or NIE Networks. 
 
Action 153: Supplier Release 2.3.4 – Suppliers to respond with a generic email address to Capita 
and/or NIE Networks. 
 
G McHale added that there is an issue with Supplier DBA resources. It states in the Supplier Manual that an 
IT person can run the IT Scripts. NIE Networks has found during this release that a number of Suppliers do 
not have a DBA resource and on that basis are unable to complete the release. This is essential 
housekeeping that should be carried out on a regular basis. Not having access to a DBA resource means 
that Suppliers are not going to be able to maintain their system as efficiently as it should be. The ultimate 
risk here is that Suppliers systems will go down, go in jeopardy and this will impact on the rest of the 
Market. It is vitally important that all Suppliers have access to a DBA resource and to be able to use them at 
any time to complete any release packages in the future.  
 
J Bracken added that this resource requirement is outside of Capita remit and is therefore essential that all 
Suppliers have the adequate resourcing to undertake these tasks.  

 
Digital Certs 
 
G McHale reported that Digital Certs must be kept up to date for all Test EMMAs not just the Production 
EMMAs. NIE Networks recently learned that some of the Test EMMA Digital Certs had expired. The next 
batch of Digital Certs are due to expire in September 2017.  The plan is to update these Certs ahead of 
schedule. NIE Networks will be making contact with Suppliers within in the next few weeks to make the 
necessary arrangements. Digital Certs can last one to three years but NIE Networks recommends that all 
Suppliers purchase a three year Cert.  

 

IT Managed Service Update 
 
G McHale presented a slide on the IT Managed Service Update. Refer to slide for full details.  
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6.  CER Smart Metering Update 

 
S mac an Bhaird provided the CER SMART Metering update.  
 

 The SMART Metering delay was announced earlier in 2017. The CER is currently impact assessing this 
in conjunction with ESBN to see if ESBN can shorten that delay. The CER will keep the relevant parties 
updated going forward. 

 

 The change in the Schema Freeze window just briefed by ESBN will also be considered by the CER. 
 

 

 

7.  Retail Market Design Update 

 
D Walshe & C Keane provided the Market Design Update. 
 
 
DR1186 – Micro Generation Aggregation 
  
Refer to Slide for details. 
 
C Keane reported that currently a Suppler only has to submit installed capacity figures to NIE Networks. 
With multiple suppliers offering to buy micro generation there is a risk that without the knowledge of the 
Supplier a Customer could register with multiple suppliers and get multiple payments for the same output. 
 
The recommendation is to require all Suppliers offering micro generation tariffs to submit MPRNs and Meter 
reads to NIE Networks before aggregation takes place. NIE Networks would then be required to ensure 
there was no duplication of MPRN submissions and perform basic validation on the reads received.  
 
S Donnelly enquired why this DR is NI only and asked if the same issue is valid in RoI. He enquired if it 
would be possible to make it All-Ireland DR? 
 
C Keane replied that this issue has never been raised in RoI and RMDS would have to look into this. 
 
G McHale added that from an NI perspective, there is already a solution in place and this just an 
amendment to it. As the systems in both jurisdictions are very different a separate DR would have to be 
raised in RoI if it was required. 
 
DR1186 - Classified as NI Specific  
 
 
 
2016 ReMCoDS Customer Satisfaction Survey 
 
Refer to Slide for full details.  
 
This Survey closed on 28.05.2017. 
 
As ReMCoDS has only received 5 responses the deadline for submission is being extended to Friday 12th 
May for those that have not already responded to do so. The current low response rate doesn’t give 
ReMCoDS much of a guide with regard to Market sentiment into the service provided by ReMCoDS. 
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8.  Next Steps & AOB 

 
1 AOB item was recorded.  
 
Secure Meters Disaster Recovery 
 
G McHale raised some further information on Action 150. See Action 150 for details. 
She reported that Action 150 was closed out in terms of Suppliers providing contact details. A 
communication went out to Suppliers via ReMCoDS yesterday 02.05.2017 that contained further details 
associated with the plan. The proposed Disaster Recovery plan will run from 15.03.2017 to 22.05.2017. 
This week will allow testing for a Go/No-Go decision with the actual switch remaining in place for the 
week before reverting back to the main system. The point to note is that the information note issued on 
the 02.05.17 had a potential start time of 20:00.  NIE Networks asked Suppliers to provide comments on 
this start time. One Supplier has already responded and suggested a start time of 23:30. NIE Networks 
would welcome further responses from Suppliers on this. Currently, NIE Networks is working on the 
basis that the start time has been moved to 23:30. She urged all Suppliers to revert via ReMCoDS if 
they have any issues with this new revised start time of 23:30. The reason for moving to the later 23:30 
time was to lessen the impact on the live system.  
 
 
Next ReMCoWG:  
  

 28th June 2017 – Belfast.  
 
 

  


